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Abstract. We investigate gallium and nitrogen vacancies in gallium nitride (GaN)
bulk and nanowires using self-interaction corrected pseudopotentials (SIC). In
particular, we examine the band structures to compare and contrast differences
between the SIC results and standard density functional theory (DFT) results using
a generalised gradient approximation (GGA) [Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 3845 (1996)]
functional. For pure nanowires, we observed similar trends in the band gap behaviour,
with the gap decreasing for increasing nanowire diameters (with larger band gaps
using SIC pseudopotentials). For gallium vacancies in bulk GaN and GaN nanowires,
SIC results are similar to DFT-GGA results, albeit with larger band gaps. Nitrogen
vacancies in bulk GaN show similar defect-induced states near the conduction band,
whilst a lower lying defect state is observed below the valence band for the DFT-GGA
calculations and above the valence band for the SIC results. For nitrogen vacancies in
GaN nanowires, similar defects state are observed near the conduction band, however,
while the SIC calculations also show a defect state/s above the valence band, we
were unable to locate this state for the DFT-GGA calculations (possibly because it is
hybridised with edge states and buried below the valence band).

PACS numbers: 73.22.-f, 73.61.Ey, 71.55.-i
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In recent years there has been a surge of interest in semiconductor nanowires

due to the unique optoelectronic, thermal, chemical and mechanical properties of

these materials.[1] There is a vast array of potential applications of single crystalline

nanowires with exciting new research in areas such as solar cells,[2] nanoelectronic

batteries,[3] and nanowire lasers.[4] Despite significant advances, a number of challenges

still remain to be overcome before nanowires can achieve widespread use, including

issues of impurities in the synthesis of nanowires, how to synthesize large numbers of

nanowires in arrangements required by computer circuits and how to integrate nanowires

with current semiconductor-based electronics. Gallium nitride (GaN) is a widely studied

III-V semiconductor in micro- and optoelectronic devices and GaN nanowires have been

synthesised for a number of potential optoelectronic applications including ultraviolet-

blue light-emitting diodes, nanowire lasers and spintronic devices.[4, 5, 6]

Native point defects control many aspects of a semiconductors behaviour, so a

detailed understanding of their behaviour is crucial. Native point defects in bulk GaN

have been examined in a number of theoretical studies. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]

In bulk GaN, vacancies are the most prevalent native point defect, with nitrogen

vacancies typically behaving as shallow donors, and gallium vacancies as acceptors.[12]

The nitrogen vacancy is reported to be the dominant defect in GaN across the whole

range of Fermi-level positions in the band gap,[14] while gallium vacancies have been

found to induce a local magnetic moment.[15] Recent electrical transport measurements

of GaN nanowires suggest that the Fermi level is pinned at the surface, leading to model

of surface conductivity based on electron-hole recombination.[16]

To date there have been limited theoretical investigations of defects in GaN

nanowires,[17, 18] and few theoretical studies of the properties of pure GaN nanowires.

[19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] Results using functionals based on the generalised gradient

approximation (GGA) are believed to be more reliable than those using the local density

approximation (LDA), which is known to give too high/low formation energies. In a

previous DFT-GGA investigation of vacancies in GaN nanowires[17] we reported, based

on formation energies, that nitrogen and gallium vacancies prefer to form at the edges

of nanowires, and that (in the neutral charge state) multiple vacancies prefer to cluster

together than remaining well separated. This finding is supported by a recent DFT-LDA

study by Wang et al.[18] who found that the most stable location for single vacancies,

interstitials and anti-sites in GaN wires is also at, or near, the edge of nanowires.

In the present study we address the electronic structure, i.e. defect levels and

band structure, of vacancies in bulk GaN and GaN nanowires, using self-interaction

corrected pseudopotentials (SIC) pseudopotentials. It is well-known that conventional

DFT-LDA and DFT-GGA run into certain limitations in describing the electronic

structure of bulk semiconductors as well as (strongly localised) defects, when the Kohn

Sham levels are interpreted as one-electron excitation energies (as measured e.g. in

photoemission). Spurious self-interaction and the lack of derivative discontinuity in

the exchange-correlation potential are notorious in this context. GW quasi-particle

calculations have been shown to overcome these difficulties, but their application to
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systems with localised valence states such as GaN is still debated,[25, 26, 27] and,

in particular for defect systems, is computationally too demanding. Self-interaction

corrections have been shown to cure some of these deficiencies[28, 29, 30] and improve

the conventional DFT description without increasing the computational workload. An

alternative approach to solving the self-interaction problem is the hybrid functional

of Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof (HSE),[31, 32] which has been applied successfully to

study systems such as AgO,[33] Cu2O,[34] transparent conducting oxychalcogenides,[35]

and Mn doping in both GaN[36] and Ge.[37] To date, the HSE functional does not appear

to have been used to study vacancies in the bulk or nanostructures of GaN. Here we

apply the SIC to the calculation of the electronic structure of Ga- and N-vacancy defects

in GaN nanowires and compare them to bulk GaN.

Atomic geometries of bulk GaN and nanowires are calculated with the DFT-GGA

functional of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)et al.[38] using the SIESTA[39] code.

Orbitals are described using a double-zeta basis set with polarisation functions, confined

using an energy shift of 0.01 Ry, and the 3d electrons for gallium are explicitly included

in the valence configuration. Hartree and exchange-correlation energies are evaluated

using a grid cutoff of 300 Ry. The SIESTA method does not include symmetry, so

all vacancy solutions in this study allowed for symmetry breaking. The electronic

structure is then obtained from single-point band structure calculations, using DFT-

GGA and SIC pseudopotentials with the ABINIT[40] code, employing a planewave basis

set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 50 Ry. The SIC band structure is calculated using

SIC pseudopotentials and the DFT-LDA functional of Perdew and Wang et al..[41]

Self-interaction corrections are included for the Ga 3d and N 2s and 2p states using

the pseudopotential scheme proposed by Vogel et al.[28, 42] Specifically, we use the

Troullier-Martins[43] scheme as implemented in the fhipp code[44] to generate the SIC

pseudopotentials:

V PP−SIC
l (r) = V PP−LDA

l (r) + δV SIC
l (r) , (1)

where V PP−LDA
l are standard DFT-LDA pseudopotentials and

δV SIC
l (r) = −θ(rcut − r)×(
V Hartree([nl], r) + V xc−LDA([nl], r)− 1

rcut

)
(2)

are the short-range SIC potentials obtained from a self-consistent solution of

the pseudoatom with the (spherically averaged) orbital densities nl. The SIC

pseudopotentials are transformed into and employed in their fully separable Kleinman-

Bylander form.[28, 42, 45, 46]

For wurtzite bulk GaN calculations we sample the Brillouin zone with a 6×6×6 k-

point mesh. The optimised wurtzite GaN lattice constants are a=3.28 Å, c=5.31 Å and

u=0.378, comparing well to experimental values of a=3.19 Å, c=5.19 Å and u=0.377.[47]

The band gap is 1.44 eV. A detailed discussion of the bulk properties of GaN, a-Ga and

N2, including bulk modulus, cohesive energies, heat of formation and band structure

has been previously reported.[21] The SIC band gap is calculated to be 4.17 eV. This
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compares well with the band gaps of 4.0 eV[42] and 4.26 eV[48] reported in other SIC

studies. The band gap has also been reported as 3.52 eV[49] using the exact-exchange

method and as values ranging from 3.13-3.80 eV[50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] using the many-

body perturbation theory in the GW approximation. The experimental band gap is

3.50 eV.[56]

We previously examined the atomic and electronic structure of pure GaN nanowires

in the [0001] growth direction using DFT-GGA calculations.[21] These nanowires ranged

in diameter from 9.5 Å (48 atoms) to 35.0 Å (432 atoms), as illustrated in Fig. 1A. Using

the relaxed geometries from the DFT-GGA calculations of the 4 smallest diameter

wires (9.5 to 21.0 Å), we calculate the SIC band structures. The Brillouin zone of

these calculations is sampled using a 1×1×3 k-point mesh. In the plane normal to

the nanowire growth direction, we use vacuum regions of approximately 20 Å to ensure

periodic images do not interact. For pure nanowires we saturate the dangling bonds at

the surfaces of the nanowires with fictitious fractional-charge atoms (0.75e to saturate

nitrogen atoms, and 1.25e to saturate gallium atoms).

The relative band gap as a function of nanowire diameter is illustrated in Fig. 1B,

for both DFT-GGA and SIC calculations. For both SIC and DFT-GGA approaches,

there is a decrease in band gap with increasing diameter, eventually approaching the

respective bulk band gap values. As expected, Fig. 1B also illustrates that larger band

gaps are obtained using the SIC method compared to DFT-GGA. In Fig. 1C we plot the

relationship between the band gap and 1/d2, where d is the nanowire diameter. When

the nanowire diameter is larger than approximately 19 Å, the band gaps follow closely

the 1/d2 proportionality relationship for the band gap change, which is characteristic

of the finite-depth square-well model.[57] The close match between the trends for the

SIC and the DFT-GGA band gaps of the nanowires illustrates that while standard DFT

technique systematically underestimate band gaps, the qualitative trend is the same.

To study single vacancies in bulk GaN, we used a 96-atom supercell and fully

optimised the atomic geometry. The resulting minimum energy structures are used for

single point calculations of the SIC band structures. For the single and multiple gallium

and nitrogen vacancies in [0001] GaN nanowires with SIC, we use 15.9 Å diameter

(216 atoms) nanowires, with fully relaxed geometries.[17] We consider single, double

and triple nitrogen vacancies, and single and double gallium vacancies. The Brillouin

zone in these calculations is sampled using a 1×1×3 k-point mesh. For investigations

of vacancies in nanowires, the dangling bonds at the wire surfaces are not saturated,

similar to other DFT investigations examining defects/doping in nanowires, including

GaN,[17, 18, 58, 59] ZnO[60] and TiO2.[61]

In GaN nanowires we find the most stable vacancy configurations, for both single

and multiple vacancies, are located at the edges of the nanowires. Furthermore, for the

case of multiple vacancies, we find the most stable configurations are where the vacancies

are in close proximity. In Figure 2 we show the atomic geometries of the most stable

gallium and nitrogen two-vacancy configurations. The most stable nitrogen two-vacancy

configuration (Fig. 2A) produces a separation distance of 2.65 Å between two gallium
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Figure 1. (A) Saturated nanowires in the [0001] direction that have hexagonal shaped
cross-sections, viewed along the wire direction. The diameter of each size nanowire
is labelled, with nitrogen and gallium atoms represented by the dark (blue) and light
(aqua) spheres, respectively. (B) Relative bands gap as a function of nanowire diameter
as obtained using SIC and DFT-GGA calculations. For comparison, the position of the
SIC bulk band gap is also illustrated by the small, horizontal, dashed line. (C) Relative
band gaps as a function of 1/d2, where d is the nanowire diameter. The dashed lines
indicate the linear regions in each case. The SIC band gaps are relative to the bulk
DFT-LDA band gap.

atoms near the vacancy locations, noticeably shorter than the 3.28 Ådistance between

gallium atoms in bulk GaN. The most stable gallium two-vacancy configuration (Fig. 2B)

shows that three nitrogen atoms near the vacancies form an N3trimer-like configuration

(similar to an azide), with nitrogen-nitrogen separation distances of 1.30 and 1.41 Å.

Further detail can be found in Ref. [17].

Figures 3 and 4 show schematic representations from DFT-GGA calculations[17]

of the defect levels for nitrogen and gallium vacancies, respectively. For both nitrogen
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A B

Figure 2. The most stable (a) nitrogen two-vacancy and (b) gallium two-vacancy
configurations in the 216-atom nanowire. Nitrogen and gallium atoms are indicated
by the small blue (dark) and the large aqua-coloured (light) spheres, respectively. The
dashed line in (a) indicates a gallium-gallium separation distance of 2.65 Å, while the
two dashed lines in (b) indicate nitrogen-nitrogen distances of 1.30 and 1.41 Å. The
open circles represent the location of the vacancy atoms.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the defect induced levels for (A) a single
nitrogen vacancy in a 96-atom bulk GaN, and for nitrogen (B) one- (C) two- and (D)
three-vacancy configurations in a 216-atom nanowire. Filled and open circles denote
electrons and holes, respectively. “CB”, “VB” and “ES” represent the conduction
band, valence band and edge states, respectively.

and gallium vacancies in the nanowires, we observed that the defect states are near

the edge state (ES) regions, rather than close to the valence band maximum (VBM) or

conduction band minimum (CBM) as in bulk GaN. We attributed this to the presence

of dangling bond states at the edges of nanowires.[17] Comparing nitrogen vacancies

in bulk GaN to the nanowire, see Fig. 3, a notable difference is that bulk GaN has a

localised defect state near the valence band (VB) that was not observed for the vacancies

in the nanowire. We observe similar behaviour for gallium vacancies in bulk GaN and

nanowires, see Fig. 4, with defect states close to the VBM in the bulk, and close to

the ES region near the VBM in nanowires. In order to determine which states in the

band structure belonged to the defect, the bulk, or edge states, we calculated the spatial

distribution of the wavefunctions at the Γ-point.

We now investigate the SIC band structures for nitrogen and gallium vacancies in

bulk GaN and GaN nanowires. The DFT-GGA and SIC band structures for a single
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the defect induced levels for (A) a single
gallium vacancy in a 96-atom bulk GaN, and for gallium (B) one- and (C) two- vacancy
configurations in a 216-atom nanowire. Filled and open circles denote electrons and
holes, respectively. “CB”, “VB” and “ES” represent the conduction band, valence
band and edge states, respectively.
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Figure 5. DFT-GGA band structure of the 96-atom wurtzite GaN supercell
containing a single (A) nitrogen and (B) gallium vacancy, in the neutral charge state.
SIC band structure of the 96-atom wurtzite GaN supercell containing a single (C)
nitrogen and (D) gallium vacancy, in the neutral charge state. The energy zero is set
at the highest occupied state and defect states are labelled with a D for Figs. A and
B.

nitrogen vacancy in bulk GaN are shown in Figs. 5A and 5C, respectively. Four defect-

induced singlet states are found in DFT-GGA calculations (Fig. 5A), with three near

the CBM and one singlet state fully occupied below the VBM. The SIC band structure

(Fig. 5C) is qualitatively similar (albeit with a larger band gap) with defect states in

the band gap in the region of the CBM, however the lower defect state is not buried

below the VBM, but rather is located just above it. Previous DFT studies of GaN

have suggested that the conduction and valence band edges are predominantly of Ga 4s

and N 2p character, respectively.[48, 21] The SIC pseudopotentials have a small affect
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Figure 6. DFT-GGA band structures of the 216-atom GaN [0001] nanowire containing
(A) single, (B) double, and (C) triple nitrogen vacancies. SIC band structures of
the 216-atom GaN [0001] nanowire containing (A) single, (B) double, and (C) triple
nitrogen vacancies. The energy zero is set at the highest occupied state.

on the location of the CB edges, but have a much larger effect on the VB edges as

reported elsewhere.[48] Using the DFT-LDA, the Ga 3d bands are located in the region

of the N 2s bands, leading to spurious s-d hybridisation, and reduced band gaps. The

use of SIC corrects the 3d bands to approximately 3 eV lower energy than the N 2s

bands, decreasing the s-d hybridisation and the closed shell repulsion is reduced leading

to larger band gaps.[48] With both GGA and LDA calculations of vacancies, the s-d

hybridisation leads to reduced band gaps with position of the VB closer to the CB than

it should be. As a result the defect state for the nitrogen vacancy that is in the region of

the VBM becomes buried below the VBM. With SIC significantly increasing the band

gap, the VB is further from the CB, revealing the defect state just above the VBM.

The DFT-GGA and SIC band structures for a single gallium vacancy in bulk GaN

are shown in Figs. 5B and 5D, respectively. Three defect-induced singlet states were

found in DFT-GGA calculations (Fig. 5B), with all states located in the band gap

region, just above the VBM. The SIC band structure (Fig. 5D) appears qualitatively

similar to the DFT-GGA results with defect states near the VBM, but with an enlarged

band gap.

We now examine SIC band structures for single and multiple vacancies in a 15.9 Å

diameter (216 atom) GaN [0001] nanowire. The DFT-GGA band structures for single,

double and triple nitrogen vacancies are shown in Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C, respectively.

The corresponding SIC band structures are shown in Figs. 6D, 6E and 6F, respectively.

For the upper lying defect-induced states in the band gap, the SIC and DFT-GGA

band structures are qualitatively similar (albeit with a larger band gap for the former),
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Figure 7. DFT-GGA band structures of the 216-atom GaN [0001] nanowire containing
(A) single, and (B) double gallium vacancies. SIC band structures of the 216-atom
GaN [0001] nanowire containing (C) single, and (D) double gallium vacancies. The
energy zero is set at the highest occupied state.

however as observed with bulk GaN, the SIC band structure also shows a single defect

state just above the VBM. Interestingly, as the number of nitrogen vacancies increases

from one to two, the defect state close to the VBM moves higher into the band gap.

Increasing to three vacancies, the defect states move further into the band gap and a

second defect-induced state is also observed in close proximity to the first one. We note

that earlier DFT-GGA investigations[17] could not clearly identify a defect state in the

ES region near the VBM. Whilst several states did display some localised character,

the closeness of bands near the VBM, combined with the edge states from dangling

bonds at the edges of nanowires, made identification of a purely local vacancy defect

state below the VBM very difficult. As found with a nitrogen vacancy in bulk GaN,

SIC helps correct spurious s-d hybridisation which causes the VB to be closer to the

CB than it actually should be. With SIC, the VB and edge states are lower in energy

compared to the defect state from the nitrogen vacancy, revealing the previously buried,

and unidentified defect states.

The DFT-GGA band structures for single and double gallium vacancies are shown

in Figs. 7A and 7B, respectively. The corresponding SIC band structures are shown in

Figs. 7C and 7D,respectively. The SIC and DFT-GGA results are qualitatively similar,

with the SIC band gap larger, as expected.

In summary, we have investigated gallium and nitrogen vacancies in bulk GaN and

GaN nanowires using self-interaction corrected pseudopotentials. Our results firstly

show significantly improved agreement of the calculated band-gaps with experiment,

for bulk GaN as well as for the nanowires for a wide range of diameters, compared
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to standard DFT calculations. For gallium vacancies in both the bulk and nanowires

SIC results are similar to DFT-GGA results, albeit with a larger band gap, that is

much closer to experimental values. In SIC calculations the nitrogen vacancy in bulk

GaN produces a defect state just above the VBM in contrast to DFT-GGA calculations

where this defect state is buried below the VBM. SIC calculations help correct spurious

s-d hybridisation which occurs in DFT-GGA (and DFT-LDA) calculations and causes

the VB to be closer to the CB than it actually should be, burying the defect level

below the VBM. For single and multiple nitrogen vacancies in GaN nanowires, SIC and

DFT-GGA calculations show similar upper lying defect-induced states in the band gap,

however SIC calculations also show a defect state/s located just above the VBM, which

was not found in DFT-GGA calculations. DFT-GGA calculations [17] were not able

to identify this state near the VBM due to the VB region being complicated by edge

states combined with the effects of the spurious s-d hybridisation (which reduces the

separation between the VB and CB).

SIC calculations find that the energy position of the nitrogen vacancy in the neutral

state is notably higher than that obtained by standard DFT calculations. This result

is significant because the energy position of a defect, as well as its occupancy and

charge state, directly affects the predicted conductivity levels (e.g. the background

n-type conductivity). Experimental studies of the electron mobility as a function of

nanowire size (and which involve knowledge/estimation of the charge state of an assumed

defect/dopant, as well as its energy position, e.g. nitrogen vacancies and/or oxygen

impurities)[62] have been reported, and could be compared to, however this would

involve calculation of formation energies, and charged defects which are outside the

scope of the present manuscript. In a related context, a current controversy regarding

the stability of the allowed charge states of the N-vacancy exists with some authors

reporting the 3+ charge state is stable[63] while others arguing it is not.[12] Our results

suggest that this difference may not be just due to a difference in supercell size (as

reported by Ref. [12]), but instead an inaccurate description of this defect state by

standard DFT, which places the level too low where it is sensitive to, and erroneously

influenced by, states at the valence band maximum.

The results presented in this paper illustrate that while DFT-GGA and SIC band

structure for most defect levels of the N- and Ga-vacancies in both bulk GaN and

GaN nanowires are qualitatively similar, inherent limitations in the standard DFT

description cause a qualitative difference for the low lying localised nitrogen vacancy

states. GW calculations may be valuable for a more comprehensive investigation or

more predictive power (e.g. charged defects), and are possible when combined with

conventional DFT.[64, 65]
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